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Introduction: Thyroid hormones (TH) play an important role in embryogenesis and fetal 

development; during first and part of the second trimester of gestation the fetus requires 

TH supply from maternal circulation, which are transported through placenta (1). There 

are elements of placenta that regulate TH transport, such as a group of seleno-enzymes 

called deiodinases. Three different types of deiodinases are known: deiodinase 1 (DIO1), 

deiodinase 2 (DIO2) and deiodinase 3 (DIO3)(2). In insulin resistance conditions such as 

gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) an increased activity of these enzymes in human 

placental extracts has been observed (3).  Objective: To determinate if D–glucose and 

insulin increase deiodinase expression in human placental explants. Materials and 

method: placentas were obtained from obstetrics and gynecology service of Guillermo 

Grant Benavente hospital of Concepcion. Placental explants cultures were performed in 

M199 medium with 10% SFB, 100 U/mL of penicillin and 100 mg/mL of streptomycin 

for 12 hours at 37°C, 95% O₂ and  5% CO₂. Different concentration ranges of D-glucose 

and insulin were utilized in order to emulate physiologic and pathologic conditions. 

Changes in DIO1, DIO2 and DIO3 mRNA expression were evaluated by RT-qPCR. 

Results: DIO1 expression in the placental explant model was not observed. The DIO3 

mRNA expression decreased significantly at high D-glucose concentrations (20 mM). 

Insulin reduced DIO2 mRNA expression at physiologic conditions (0, 1 nM), while at 

high concentrations (1 nM) a significant increase in DIO3 expression was seen. 

Conclusion: High levels of D-glucose reduce DIO3 mRNA expression, while 

physiologic concentrations of insulin reduce DIO2 expression. The increased expression 

of DIO3 in placenta observed in insulin resistance conditions is regulated at 

transcriptional level by insulin. 
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